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How to Determine if a Career as a Consultant is Right for You
By Rachel M. Anderson, Contributing Writer
(Twin Cities) – Tired of the grind at your 9-to-5 job? Looking for a career where you get to do what you want to
do rather than what you have to do?
If so, Twin Cities consultant Cathy Perme says it may be time to give her chosen profession a try; but how do
you know if consulting is for you? “When someone tells me they want to go into consulting, the first thing I’ll
ask is, ‘What’s your fizz?’ What do you really do well that you’re passionate about and love to do?”
She’ll then go on to ask the person about their depth of knowledge and experience. “What knowledge do they
have that they can leverage and sell?” she asks.
For those who don’t have a lot of experience, Perme will recommend they go out and get some. For those who
are already accomplished in their fields, and are passionate about pursuing a career as a consultant, she’ll soon
recommend they pick up a copy of her new book, Fizz! How to Succeed as an Independent Consultant.
Minnesota publisher Wisdom Editions will release the book in Jan. 2019.
Fizz! How to Succeed as an Independent Consultant is a practical guide for starting and managing your own
consulting business, written by one of the Twin Cities’ best known consultants in the areas of change
management, facilitation and culture change.
Author Cathy Perme went into business for herself nearly 30 years ago after a successful career in the computer
industry. Since starting up C.M. Perme and Associates, LLC, she has worked with hundreds of companies of all
sizes and in a wide variety of industries.
“In recent years, so many people have come to me for advice on what it takes to become a successful
consultant, that I decided to share my knowledge through a book so I can help more people,” she says.
Among the important topics covered in the book: how to clarify exactly what service or services you will be
offering, how to establish your brand, how to find potential customers, and how to collaborate with other
independent associates. “Collaborating means that between the two of us, we can create something bigger for
the client,” says Perme, whose book also offers plenty of advice on strategy for those considering going into
business for themselves.
She says consulting is not something you can just transition to overnight. “You need to be planning this out sixmonths to a year in advance because you’ll want to save up some money before you jump in,” says Perme, who
adds that the book will appeal to people at all stages of their careers.
For millennials who are now in the workforce getting their experience, Fizz! How to Succeed as an
Independent Consultant can serve as a roadmap on what they need to do in the next five years if they want to
go into business for themselves. The book is also for people in their 30s and 40s with experience under their

belts who are tired of the corporate grind and want to do something for themselves; and for those recently
retired or in retirement who want to do something different that utilizes their talents.
“The real reasons I went into consulting were to be respected and taken seriously; to really have the kind of
influence that can lead to change; for the flexibility and ownership over what I was doing; and to have the
ability to do what I love to do,” says Perme, who thinks there are a lot of people out there who feel the same
way she does.
Early reviews for the book have been very favorable. Glenda Eoyang, Ph. D., who is the Executive Director for
Human Systems Dynamics Institute of Circle Pines, Minn., says, “Cathy Perme is the consultant’s consultant. I
have worked with her and for her in a variety of complex projects over the past 20 years. In Fizz! How to
Succeed as an Independent Consultant, she shares her secrets with clear and compelling practices, stories, tip
and tools. I wish I had read the book before starting my first consulting company 35 years ago, and am glad to
learn new tips from it today.”
Mark D. Carlson, who is retired now, but recently served as Vice Chancellor for Human Resources at Minnesota
State Colleges and Universities, says, “Following Cathy's advice will undoubtedly help the budding consultant
leapfrog years of frustrating and stressful trial and error. If you are considering consulting as a vocation, or
have already made the leap and are looking for advice you can count on, look no further. After a chapter or two
you'll come to realize what I already know, Cathy truly wants you to become the most successful consultant
possible.”
Fizz! How to Succeed as an Independent Consultant officially releases on Jan. 1, 2019. Cathy Perme is also
the author of Confucius in My Cubicle: Practical Wisdom for the Leader in All of Us, released by Wisdom
Editions in 2017.
For more information about both titles, go to WhatsYourFizz.com.
About Cathy Perme
Cathy Perme is the owner and president of a successful independent consulting
firm in Minneapolis that for nearly 30 years has helped hundreds of
organizations, from two-person firms to multinational corporations. Cathy’s Fizz
is deep experience in organizational and culture change, and as a change agent,
she believes that we can all take the lead in our professional and personal lives.
She has been asked for advice so often by folks interested in becoming a
consultant (or improving their success as one) that she decided to write Fizz!
How to Succeed as an Independent Consultant. She also blogs as The Consultant’s Coach on LinkedIn.
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EDITOR’S NOTE: This feature article is available for your use copyright free and cost free. High resolution
photography is available for free as well upon request. If you want to arrange an interview of your own with
Cathy Perme, please contact Rachel M. Anderson, Publicist, Calumet Editions, at 952-240-2513 or
rachel@calumeteditions.com.

